Nutritional Aspects of ESRD

ACROSS
2. National Kidney Foundation
4. Beverage that is a good source of protein
7. Opposite of stop
10. Complex liquid organ that circulates throughout the cardiovascular system
13. Acronym for the hormone which causes concentrated urine
16. Acronym for gas sterilant
17. Straw colored, non-cellular liquid portion of the blood
19. Breakdown of body's lean muscle tissue
20. Acronym for drug that chelates aluminum and iron
21. Abbr. for mother
22. A solidified animal or vegetable oil
23. Oral anticoagulant
24. A synthetic dairy product for caloric supplementation
25. Metric unit of volume equal to 10 liters
26. Symbol for sodium
27. A word that means a decrease in available iron and iron stores
28. Snakelike fish
29. Active metabolite of vitamin D
31. Instructs patients and families on all aspects of diet
32. City called the “Big Apple” Abbr.
33. Cation exchange resin for high potassium
34. A form of “a” used before vowels
35. A mineral that is important for energy production and storage, 80% is in bone
36. Not healthy; sick
37. Trade name for drug isoniazid
38. Calorie Abbr.
39. Water frozen solid that must be counted as fluid intake
40. Blood test that indicates iron stores in the body
41. Edible grain
42. Type of amino acids that must be eaten for protein synthesis
43. A savory, creamy mixture for vegetables
44. A meat high in sodium
46. To perform or execute
47. Type of amino acids that must be eaten for protein synthesis
48. Food and Drug Administration Abbr
49. A resort providing therapeutic baths
50. Acronym for drug to treat anemia
51. Kilogram Abbr
52. Major intracellular
53. A source of “High biological value protein”
54. Good source of animal protein
55. Mister
57. Fish eggs
59. Building blocks of protein, two words
60. Unit of measure equal to 1000 ml
63. Opposite of yes
64. Old value for calcium phosphorus product
65. Vegetable high in vitamin K and iron
66. “And so forth”
67. Term for eliminating or to use sparingly in diet
68. Trade name for paricalcitol injection
69. Nursing degree
70.Registered Nurse
71. Registered Nurse
72. This country
73. Important aspect of good health and a state of well being. Builds muscle tissue and bone, increases strength and endurance
78. Abbr. Agricultural Research Service
79. A form of “a” used before vowels
80. Refers to chemical and physical changes that occur in the body
82. Abbr. teaspoon
83. A food stuff usually high in potassium
85. Essential mineral in formation of bones and teeth. 99% in bones and teeth. 1% in plasma
86. A sauce, relish, or spice used to season food
87. Increase in interstitial fluid volume
88. Small amount of liquor
89. Present in most foods and play a role in "speeding up" chemical reactions in the body
90. Type of high biological value protein
91. Most common source of sodium in diet
92. Primary waste product of protein breakdown
93. Unit of measure referring to molecular weight
94. A clinical state of less than normal number of RBCs
95. A mechanism that regulates fluid intake. Usually caused by taking in too much sodium.
96. "Time" to take phosphate binders
97. Before noon
98. Alcoholics Anonymous
99. "Time" to take phosphate binders
100. Electromagnetic
101. Alcoholics Anonymous
102. Rhode Island, Abbr.
103. In or near the area
104. Symbol for hydrogen ion concentration
105. Type of high biological value protein
106. An accumulation of waste products in the blood as a result of kidney failure
107. The sun gives you vitamin D and a... "...
108. Optimal desired weight of the patient
109. Simple blood test for anemia
110. Type of high biological value protein
111. Type of citrus juice high in potassium
112. Artificial kidney
113. Term for eliminating or to use sparingly in diet
114. Trade name for calcium acetate antacid tablets
115. Intentional false statement
116. An accumulation of waste products in the blood as a result of kidney failure.
117. Trade name for paricalcitol injection
118. Compound produced by the body at a fixed rate per 24 hours. Ideal substance to measure kidney function
119. A meat high in sodium
120. Abbr. teaspoon
121. Oral anticoagulant
122. A resort providing therapeutic baths
123. Food that is restricted because of its high phosphorus content
124. A meat high in sodium
125. Metric unit of volume equal to 10 liters
126. A form of "a" used before vowels
127. A word that means a decrease in available iron and iron stores
128. A savory, creamy mixture for vegetables
129. Trade name for drug to treat anemia
130. Type of high biological value protein
131. Instructs patients and families on all aspects of diet
132. Type of dietary supplement that is a foodstuff
133. A meat high in sodium
134. A meat high in sodium
135. A form of "a" used before vowels
136. A foodstuff usually high in potassium
137. Cubic centimeter
138. A savory, creamy mixture for vegetables
139. Active metabolite of vitamin D
140. A meat high in sodium
141. A meat high in sodium
142. A foodstuff usually high in potassium
143. A form of "a" used before vowels
144. A form of "a" used before vowels
145. A form of "a" used before vowels
146. A meat high in sodium
147. A meat high in sodium
148. A meat high in sodium
149. A meat high in sodium
150. A meat high in sodium
151. A meat high in sodium
152. A meat high in sodium
153. A meat high in sodium
154. A meat high in sodium
155. A meat high in sodium
156. A meat high in sodium
157. A meat high in sodium
158. A meat high in sodium
159. A meat high in sodium
160. A meat high in sodium
161. A meat high in sodium
162. A meat high in sodium
163. A meat high in sodium
164. A meat high in sodium
165. A meat high in sodium
166. A meat high in sodium
167. A meat high in sodium
168. A meat high in sodium
169. A meat high in sodium
170. A meat high in sodium
171. A meat high in sodium
172. A meat high in sodium
173. A meat high in sodium
174. A meat high in sodium
175. A meat high in sodium
176. A meat high in sodium
177. A meat high in sodium
178. A meat high in sodium
179. A meat high in sodium
180. A meat high in sodium
181. A meat high in sodium
182. A meat high in sodium
183. A meat high in sodium
184. A meat high in sodium
185. A meat high in sodium
186. A meat high in sodium
187. A meat high in sodium
188. A meat high in sodium
189. A meat high in sodium
190. A meat high in sodium
191. A meat high in sodium
192. A meat high in sodium
193. A meat high in sodium
194. A meat high in sodium
195. A meat high in sodium
196. A meat high in sodium
197. A meat high in sodium
198. A meat high in sodium
199. A meat high in sodium
200. A meat high in sodium
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